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ith the advent of groundbreaking concepts like 
3D and digital technology, the entertainment Windustry is going through a technology 

revolution, opening up a floodgate of investment 
opportunities. NRIPA, the association of NRI film 
producers, enjoys a lead role in channelizing these 
investments with the expertise that the association has in 
the industry. NRIPA has the potential, know-how and 
expertise to guide you invest without hassles in a growing 
industry. 

NRIPA( Non Resident Indian producers Association) is an 
association formed by a group of potential Non Resident 
Indians (NRIs) with experience or passion in film 
production having an operational base at Cochin, Kerala, 
India . 

NRIPA has emerged as the most distinguished 
conglomeration of creative minds and investors in global 

entertainment conclaves, where stalwarts join hands with 
beginners to meet new challenges and to tap new 
opportunities.

NRIPA shapes out to be one of the most vibrant platforms 
that could design the future of global entertainment 
industry. We believe that the key to leadership is vision. 

The organisation

NRIPA is an independent non profit organisation 

We are proud of our facilities:
· Oscar Consultancy
· Visual Media Facilities
· Preview Facilities at the 7.1 

Surround Theatre
· Advanced Editing  Techniques
· Film Color Correction
· DVD Authoring
· Blue Ray Conversion
· Post Production Activities
· Exposure at Global Events
· Media Tie Ups
· Exposure at Global Film 

Festivals
· Branding & Promotions
· Website Promotions
· 3D Technology 
· Technically Skilled Workforce

FLAG BEARERS OF 
A NEW CINEMA CULTURE

For enquiries call: +91 484 4066666  email: info@nripa.biz   www.nripa.biz 

NRI   A 
N R I P Aon esident ndian Film roducers ssociation

A N E W F I L M C U LT U R E

Sohan Roy

established in 2012 with its head office at Cochin, India and 
the globally accomplished Oscar listed filmmaker 
Mr.Sohan Roy as its president. 

Message 

‘'As an NRI film producer, director I had to tide over many a 
challenge during the release of my first Hollywood venture 
DAM999. The necessity for a forum for networking and 
sharing was felt, which culminated eventually in the 
formation of NRIPA. I am confident that the organisation 
can bring about qualitative changes in the environment 
related to film production and associated activities. After 
DAM999, procuring Oscar Glory for 3 films this year has 
been a proud moment and it gives me an assurance and 
over that a never ending confidence that we can definitely 
ensure this global recognition for all my fellow film 
makers.''



sia's premier entertainment market- Hong 

Kong Filmart is back again. The 17th edition Aof Hong Kong film and TV festival will be held 

in Hong Kong from 18th to 21st March 2013.

The influence of Asia in the global entertainment 

market has been on the rise during the decade. This 

is evident in the grandeur and increased participation 

expected at the 17th Hong Kong Filmart. 700 

exhibitors from over 30 countries are expected to 

make it to Hong Kong this year. The organizers are 

expecting more than 6000 visitors from over 50 

countries during the festival. This is by any account, a 

phenomenal increase from the previous years.

Various international multipliers from China, France, 

Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, 

Taiwan, Thailand, UK, USA, and Vietnam are expected 

at the festival. The Filmart attracts renowned 

producers, distributors, investors and film 

professionals from across the globe to launch full 

scale promotions, network with topnotch industry 

leaders and negotiate deals. The remarkable success 

of the previous editions of the event has augmented 

the sheen of Filmart, not to speak of the added 

responsibility the event shoulders today.

Hong Kong Filmart has evolved into an ideal Asia film 

trade platform and the gateway to access the potential 

China market. The festival is ideally timed to act as a 

perfect bridge between European film market and 

Cannes film market. The Filmart has been able to 

establish Hong Kong's role as an 'east meets west' co-

production centre and thus a perfect platform to 

explore possibilities of collaboration across borders.

Some of the highlights of the festival include business 

IP zone(BIPzone) to promote Hong Kong as an 

intellectual property market place, 'tv world' 

highlighting the TV contents to international buyers, 

thematic conferences and project based workshops 

for producers under ACE co-production lab, Hong 

Kong. The festival provides a great platform for 

industry networking, film financing, distribution, 

production, post production, TV digital entertainment 

and co-production.

Asian Film Awards (AFA) is a leading-edge event at 

Hong Kong. AFA is exclusively devoted to honour 

outstanding films and film luminaries in Asian 

cinema. The AFA brings together the best of Asian 

cinema that was otherwise confined to their places of 

origin.

This issue of All lights film magazine presents Filmart 

2013  as it's highlight. All lights also presents a 

special review on the famous 'Pieta' of Kim Ki Duk. A 

meticulously compiled list of the most distinguished 

Asian film directors is yet another subject to read on , 

and there are a whole lot of interesting articles for 

every film aficionado to adhere on . 

All lights is committed to pursue it's goal of promoting 

good cinema and to unite nations through it. 

Guo hao tian!!!

The Emerging 

Asia

Lakshmy Ravindran

Editor
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ong Kong FILMART is Asia's premier film 

industry event organized by Hong Kong Trade HDevelopment Council (HKTDC) where 

international renowned producers, distributors, 

investors and professionals launch promotions, 

network with key industry players and negotiate deals. 

This year, Hong Kong FILMART will celebrate its 17th 

edition at Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre 

(HKCEC) on March 18 - 21, 2013.

HK FILMART acts as a regional hub for distribution and 

production of film, TV programs and entertainment 

related products in Asia Pacific. With an aim to promote 

cross-media and cross-business partnerships, this 

event has been acting as an entertainment platform for 

film financing, distribution, production, post-

production, TV, Digital entertainment, Film & 

Broadcasting equipment and even for co-production 

since 2010. The event has demonstrated its position as 

where the creators meet! 

CONTENTS

03 At the Exotic Asia..Where the 
creators meet
-Features the hallmarks of the Hong Kong Filmart 
2013. 

06 Saint Dracula – An Antichrist 
Archetype?
- Christianity has condemned Dracula as an 
antihero since ages…Is it all a fallacy?

10 Beyond Asia
-Features some of the renowned directors who took 
Asian Cinema to the world

14 An Extra Ordinary treatment of the 
Human Psyche
- An exclusive review on the offbeat tale, of the 
renowned director Kim Ki Duk's 'Pieta'

16 Hollywood Takes a Toll with an 
Asian Tint

       - Highlights the Asian influence on Hollywood
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- A list of 10 most awaiting Asian movies of 2013
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one of the leading markets within the global 

entertainment calendar and a perfect bridge between the 

European Film market and the Marche du Film. 

FILMART is considered an ideal Asian film-trade 

platform for international companies to promote their 

delegates' films in Asia and in particularly the gateway 

to access the huge China market. 

FILMART 2012 attracted more than 640 exhibitors 

from 33 countries and regions and more than 5, 700 

visitors' from 53 countries and regions raising its 

attendance scale to a whopping 10%. FILMART 2013 

expects to be much bigger this time, the event is set to 

welcome nearly 700 exhibitors from more than 30 

countries & regions and more than 6000 visitors from 

over 50 countries & regions.

Not all the Asian buyers are able to attend the European 

Film Market (EFM) due to travel budget; variety of 

content available or even the climate and for Chinese 

buyers, it also usually clashes with the Chinese New 

Year celebrations. Hong Kong FILMART provides a 

perfect solution to these concerns which usually crop 

among Asian and Chinese buyers. It provides them a 

perfect platform to explore possibility of collaboration 

across borders for industry players from around the 

world reinforcing Hong Kong's role as an "East - Meets - 

West" co-production center.

This year, FILMART will engage a bigger market and 

more international participants. Various renowned 

international multipliers will return with their pavilions 

from Chinese mainland, France, Japan, Korea, 

Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, UK, 

USA and Vietnam. Some key pavilions which visitors 

can expect at this year's event include UNIFRANCE and 

IIe de France, Film Export UK, KOFIC and KOCCA from 

Korea, China Film Promotion Inc from Chinese 

mainland, Taipei Film Commission, Taipei Multimedia 

Production Association, and New Taipei City Computer 

Association from Taiwan, Department of International 

Trade Promotion - Thailand from Thailand, Indian 

Council of Impex for Films & TV Programmers (ICIFTP) 

from India, UNIJAPAN, Okinawa Film Office, Hokkaido 

Contents Distribution and JETRO from Japan, 

Independent Film and TV Alliance from the US, Media 

Development Authority of Singapore (MDA) from 

Singapore, National Film Development Corporation 

Malaysia (FINAS) from Malaysia, Indonesian Motion 

Picture Producers Association from Indonesia and many 

more.  First-time pavilion from Canada organised by 

British Columbia Film + Media, and Italy organized by 

The Italian Trade Commission (ICE) will also be seen at 

the FLMART. Mainland multipliers as the China Film 

Promotion International (CFPI), the China International 

TV Corporation (CITVC), the Television Production 

Committee of China Radio and Television Association as 

well as the Hangzhou Municipal Government will also 

join FILMART for the second time.

To promote Hong Kong as an intellectual property 

marketplace, a Business of IP Zone (BIP Zone) will be 

set up in FILMART.  The zone targets to invite IP 

consultants, lawyers, valuers and auditors to provide 

consultation service on intellectual property trading and 

management. Industry networking and over 70 special 

events including seminars, press conferences, cocktail 

receptions, premieres, night parties, etc are also being 

organized at the FILMART.

"FILMART is Asia's leading 
entertainment industry 

event and one of the top 
three of its kind in the 

world. This year, we will 
host nearly 700 exhibitors 
from over 30 countries and 

regions, a new exhibitor 
record. And, by the time the 
four-day market is over, we 

expect to welcome more 
than 6,000 visitors from all 

over the world."

Organised by ACE-European Producer Network 

(Ateliers du Cinéma Européen) with the support of 

HKTDC, HAF and Media International (European 

Union), ACE Co-production Lab Hong Kong will take 

place in FILMART for the third time in a row.  A group 

of Asian and European experience producers will also 

participate in the project-based workshop.  Apart from 

panel discussions, individual pitching and consulting 

sessions as well as market presentations will be set up 

for them to exchange ideas.

Over sixteen-year of its history, FILMART has grown 

brick by brick from strength to strength and together 

with other concurrent events, there is no doubt that 

FILMART has serve as the industry's premier trading 

platform and Asia's No. 1 world entertainment market. 

It's surging popularity and international appeal is duly 

reflected via exhibitors and visitors who loyally attend 

this event every year. FILMART has astonished the film 

and entertainment industry by catering to prolific 

opportunities for buyers and exhibitors across the 

world and we believe it will continue to do so for years 

to come.

Message from the 
Executive Director 

of HK Filmart

- Raymond Yip 
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This year FILMART’s uniqueness lies in 

its series of thematic conferences which 

will be organized along with the series of 

other programs scheduled. The topics 

include Opportunities in Asia: Book-to-

Screen Projects in Today's Box-Office 

Hits which will throw light upon the 

increasing popularity and the 

importance of book-to-movie 

adaptations, TV Programming and the 

Fusion with New Media which will probe 

into the global trends and essential 

elements for novel TV programming and 

new media application, The Selling and 

Branding of Chinese-language Films 

Internationally and Digital 

Entertainment Summit (Mobile and 

Social Games). 
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nd this is the forbidden truth, the 

unspeakable taboo - that evil is not always 

repellent but frequently attractive; that it has A
the power to make of us not simply victims, as nature 

and accidents do, but active accomplices.”

So true are the above lines, evil does not always evoke 

disgust; they attract and drag you to the world of 

unspeakable desires. They lure you, make you 

reckless and more than making you a victim they turn 

you into an active partner in crime. It may sound 

entirely nonsensical to some, but just as light cannot 

exist without darkness, good cannot exist without evil. 

‘Supernatural power’ or ‘Dark Spirit’ is the 

personification of Darkness or Evil, also considered 

whimsical, a fancy of certain peculiar minds. For 

centuries, their tales have been flourished worldwide 

as folklores. According to the legends, these creatures 

live amidst humans and survive on the blood and 

flesh of living beings. The Persians were one of the 

first civilizations to have tales of blood-drinking 

demons. Though these entities are today associated 

with ‘Vampires’, in ancient times, 'Vampires' never 

existed. 

The term ‘Vampire’ or ‘Vampirism’ was coined after 

the advent of 

Christia

nity in Greece, and other parts of Europe, the term 

“began to take on decidedly Christian characteristics.” 

The vampire was viewed as “a dead person who 

retained an appearance of life and could leave its 

grave-much in the same way that Jesus had risen 

after his death and burial and appeared before his 

followers.” In the Middle Ages, the Christian Church 

reinterpreted vampires from their previous folk 

existence into minions of Satan, and used an allegory 

to communicate a doctrine to Christians: "Just as a 

vampire takes a sinner's very spirit into itself by 

drinking his blood, so also can a righteous Christian 

by drinking Christ's blood take the divine spirit into 

himself. “The interpretation of vampires under the 

Christian Church established connotations that are 

still associated in the vampire genre today. For 

example, the "ability of the cross to hurt and ward off 

vampires is distinctly due to its Christian 

association.”

'Christianity' has transcended across centuries, 

precisely from the 1st century to the present. It 

became common to all of the Europe in the Middle 

Ages and expanded throughout the world during 'Age 

of Exploration' from the Renaissance onwards to 

become the world's largest religion. But, this was not 

the case always; Christianity also had its enemies. We 

may rubbish the old folklores, but it would not be 

untrue to say that it was this blood sucking 

monster which helped Christianity to 

flourish in our lands. Vlad III, Prince of 

Wallachia (1431 - 1476), posthumously 

dubbed Vald the Impaler was a member 

of ‘Order of the Dragon’, a community 

formed to protect Christianity in 

Eastern Europe. An orthodox 

Christian, he is a major figure in 

the history of Romania who fought 

many wars with the Ottoman 

Turks to save the churches of his 

empire. Even today, orthodox 

churches of Romania secretly 

worship this yesteryears prince as 

a Hero and a savior of their religion. 

Though Vlad was an advocate of Christianity, he was 

feared for his cruel ways of restoring peace and 

harmony in his terrain. His inhuman attics had made 

him infamous among his own community. Though, 

the emperor's ways were extremely tyrant he was a 

perfect advocate of Christianity in his region. 

As the religion flourished, so did the folklores. During 

the 18th century, there was a frenzy of vampire 

sightings in Eastern Europe, with frequent staking 

and grave diggings to identify and kill the potential 

revenants; even government officials were engaged in 

the hunting and staking of vampires. Despite being 

called the 'Age of Enlightenment', during which most 

folkloric legends were quelled, the belief in vampires 

increased dramatically, resulting in a mass hysteria 

throughout most of Europe. The panic began with an 

outbreak of alleged vampire attacks in East Prussia in 

1721 and in the Habsburg Monarchy from 1725 to 

1734, which spread to other localities. These 

vampires were corpses, who went out of their graves 

at night to suck the blood of the living, either at their 

throats or stomachs, after which they returned to 

their cemeteries. The persons so sucked waned, grew 

pale, and fell into consumption; while the sucking 

corpses grew fat, got rosy, and enjoyed an excellent 

appetite. It was in Poland, Hungary, Silesia, Moravia, 

Austria, and Lorraine, that the dead made this good 

cheer.

Although many cultures possess revenant 

superstitions comparable to the Eastern European 

vampire, the Slavic vampire is the revenant 

superstition that pervades popular culture's 

concept of vampires. The roots of vampire belief in 

Slavic culture largely originate in the spiritual beliefs 

and practices of pre-Christianized Slavic peoples and 

in their understanding of life after death. Despite a 

lack of pre-Christian Slavic writings describing the 

details of the "Old Religion", Slavic peoples sustained 

many pagan spiritual beliefs and rituals even after the 

official Christianization of their societies. Examples of 

such beliefs and practices include ancestor worship, 

household spirits, and beliefs about the soul after 

death. 

From these deep beliefs pertaining to death and the 

soul derives the invention of the Slavic concept of 

vampir. A vampire is the manifestation of an unclean 

spirit possessing a decomposing body. This undead 

creature is considered to be vengeful and jealous 

towards the living and needing the blood of the living 

to sustain its body's existence. Although this concept 

of vampire exists in slightly different forms 

throughout Slavic countries and some of their non-

Slavic neighbors, it is possible to trace the 

development of vampire belief to Slavic spiritualism 

preceding Christianity in Slavic regions.

As, time progressed historians educed the roots of the 

'Vampirism' and traced it in the 15th century. Vlad 

'Dracul' was soon recognized to be the major 

inspiration behind these legends, the anti-hero of all 

gothic fantasies. 'Dracula' - The blood drinking 

vampire first came to life through Bram Stoker, 

DRACULA, where he was nothing more than an 

allegory for the epidemic of syphilis. Dracula was not 

glorified, romanticized, or portrayed as anything but 

vile, hellish beings. He was the anti hero, an anti-

Christian who though powerful, was clearly the spawn 

of Satan, a creature cursed and demonized. One of the 

“

Cover Story Cover Story
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greatest of all fictional 

antagonists, Dracula 

had no soul to call its 

own; he was doomed 

for life and craved for 

'Blood'. 

Dracula is believed to 

have the power to 

control the weather, 

wild or unclean 

animals and, he can 

change form and 

disappear into the air.  

Christians believe that 

consuming God's body 

and blood will give 

them everlasting life 

with God in heaven.  Dracula getting life after death or 

living an afterlife on earth by consuming the blood of 

the living to survive, build his strength, and create 

more followers of him in his evil ways. He relies on 

humans to renew his life after death and thus not 

concentrating on God as the source of life.  As Dracula 

feeds on the blood of the living he creates followers as 

Jesus had disciples. Dracula has evil ways and 

spreads it by taking the living and making their lives 

evil by destroying their souls. His powers are limited 

in the daytime, during the light, and his powers are 

stronger in the night, during darkness, which 

symbolizes evil. 

Looking back in time, our protagonist or antagonist as 

we may describe has undergone innumerous 

character changes. More than being portrayed just as 

a blood sucking 

monster it is depicted 

as a mystique figure. 

Till date, 'Vengeance' 

has been the only 

theme which has been 

glorified through 

'Dracula' but can there 

be more to this anti 

hero has always been a 

question. That is why 

Dracula is often tried 

to be portrayed beyond 

the set conventions. He 

has the pride to charm 

people around him, his 

mystique attracts his 

victim towards him 

and though he defies the traditional societal norms, 

he is chivalrous and brave. 

Saint Dracula is principally a poetic, an archetype of 

sacrifice that holds a hero figure in the nation of 

Romania and is christened as a saint in the Catholic & 

Orthodox congregation of the nation. Unlike the 

popular Dracula movies, the defender of this story 

craves not for blood, but for vengeance. This is a 

major and constructive deviance. Nun possessions 

have occurred in various parts of the world until now, 

but later 

proved to be 

controlled 

crimes. Many 

of them were 

essentially 

satanic. 

However, our 

story deals 

with no nun 

possession, 

but it 

narrates the 

predicaments of an untainted nun, who is convinced 

and definite about her love for the vampire king. She 

falls in love and maintains it and it is never a case of 

possession.

The question arises whether a person so deep in love, 

who is ready to sacrifice his own immortality for his 

maiden, be considered as anti Christ? Have we been 

observing this protagonist in a wrong context all these 

years? Besides the above mentioned, the movie also 

touches various facets of the present day Catholic 

Church and does take into consideration its attitudes 

towards many things. An animated Christianity is not 

the one that is in question, but rather a pragmatic 

one. It reflects the church's priorities, outlook and 

mind-set.

According to the legends, Vlad Dracul's zealous 

defense of the church and outrageous butchery in the 

battle field forced the Turks to send a note which led 

to the tragic suicide of his lover, Elisabeta. Upon 

learning of his beloved's suicide, Dracula utters a soul 

cry heard from the highest heavens to the lowest 

To explore this hidden 

facet of 'Dracula', Sohan Roy has come up with 

'Saint Dracula 3D', a story of a mystique 'Dracula', 

who is not just a ghoulish creature but a trodden 

prince, a desperate lover and a troubled soul who 

seeks his long lost love. The plot contemplates 

'Dracula' as an 'Epitome of Love', a benevolent 

'GOD', and a 'Saint' among his adherent. 

nether worlds: "Is this my reward for defending God's 

church?!"  He defends his view of 15th century 

Christendom, only to suffer the loss of love due to 

inflexible dogma concerning the afterlife. He 

renounces God, declares he will rise from his own 

death, (a Christ metaphor) and avenge Elisabeta's with 

all the powers of darkness. He sacrifices his divinely 

inspired enlightened self and embraces the "eternal 

life" of the shadow. He casts aside paradise and 

chooses love. What deeper sacrifice can one make for 

another? Indeed, Dracula's denouncement is more 

than a sacrifice--it is a declaration of hope for the 

future. Elisabeta's soul was damned. Thus, his "seeds 

of healing and transformation" had not taken root in 

the afterlife; they were embedded in the earth. His 

motive for walking the valley of the shadow is so that 

he will one day reunite with his beloved on earth. He 

rips the immortal love-seed out of the light of heaven 

and buries it in the darkness of the earth, to be 

nourished by his desire. To survive for centuries, he 

taps primal archetypal strengths in his denouncement 

of God, and embodies the immortal attributes of the 

Heroic-Warrior-Lover.

 'Saint Dracula', draws its inspiration from this tale of 

lost love, wherein the protagonist is deceived by the 

Church he serves and is commended to death and a 

life full of sorrow. He is separated from his only hope 

in life, his love but though dead, his deep love for his 

maiden makes it impossible for him to rest in peace 

and he is forced to rise again to find his source of life, 

his reason to live. But so treacherous is fate, he is 

betrayed again.

As we analyze the theme 'Dracula', we find that this 

character is an externalization of the power of the 

shadow which exists in every human being. His 

behavior appears to mimic Satan's, a creature who 

was cast out of paradise into Hell and thus should not 

be able to exist on earth. 'Vampyre' have been and are 

still being used as a vessel of evil by the church, 

another scapegoat container for the shadow-side 

which Christian belief refuses to confront, preferring 

instead to cast it out, banish it, and eventually, hunt it 

down and eradicate it. If we see the traditional figure 

of Christ as a parallel to the psychic manifestation of 

the self, then the Antichrist would correspond to the 

shadow of the self, namely the dark half of the human 

totality...light and shadow are evenly distributed in 

humanity's nature. 

The concept of the self cannot omit the shadow that 

belongs to the light figure, for without it this figure 

lacks body and humanity....light and shadow form a 

paradoxical unity. In the Christian concept, the 

archetype is hopelessly split into two irreconcilable 

halves, leading ultimately to a metaphysical dualism--

the final separation of the kingdom of heaven from the 

fiery world of the damned Vampires are a metaphor 

for the fall of Satan, though there exists a major 

distinction. Satan's ultimate goal was the overthrow of 

God and the seizure of heavenly power; as a 

consequence of his failed revolution, he was cast out 

of paradise into the abyss. Dracula, in his 

denouncement of God, willingly abandoned heaven. 

Thus, he is able to walk the earth as "undead".

Is Dracula a passionate hero to be worshipped from 

afar or a monster to be slain from up close? The 

myth of Dracula differs because of his attempt to 

hold together the pure center of existence--LOVE. 

He suffers the never-ending battle between the 

light and dark forces of soul: birth, death, and 

rebirth; God and Satan; good and evil.  Will it be 

right to judge him again as an Anti - Christ 

Archetype? He can be a savior or just a blood 

drinking leech but anyway we look at it, it is a 

personification of our own desires, our hidden 

secrets and motifs - It's a shadow of our own self. 

Sohan Roy
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cinematographer, in 1978 with his feature film Red 

Sorghum.

Given his background as a photographer and 

cinematographer, his films are often beautifully shot. Take 

for example, his latest and most expensive film to date- 

Flowers of War- the scenes of horrific killings are shot with 

aesthetic care.

His best work: Ju Do, Raise the Red Lantern, To Live.

Born to a middle class family in Tehran, Majid Majidi 

began acting in amateur theater groups at the age of 14. After 

the end of Iranian revolution, he acted in many films, most 

notably in Mohsen Makhmalbaf's Boycott. He directed his 

first film in1998- 'Children of Heaven' which went onto to 

receive nomination for 'Best foreign Language Film' in 

Academy Awards. He touches upon various themes in his 

films- but there is a simplistic touch, a bare humility in all of 

them.

His best work : Children of heaven, Song of Sparrows, 

Baran.

¢ 

¢ 

¢ 

¢ 

"I feel I belong neither to Taiwan or Malaysia. I can go 

anywhere I want and fit in, but I never feel that sense of 

belonging."

Born in Malaysia where he spent his 20 years, he moved to 

Taipei, Taiwan-this renowned director is celebrated as 

Second New Wave directors of Taiwanese cinema. His films 

are often bittersweet and depicts alienation in city life- in a 

gentle, almost comical way. His film 'Goodbye Dragon Inn' is 

hailed as an avant- garde film, because he has done away 

with dialogue altogether.

Best work: Vive l'Amour, The Wayward Cloud, The Hole.

“Kiarostami represents the highest level of artistry in the 

cinema."- Martin Scorcese

 Born in Tehran, this internationally acclaimed film director 

majored in painting and graphic design and shot 150 

advertisements for Iranian television. His debut film was a 

12 minute neo realistic feature called 'The Bread and Alley'. 

His work seeks to redefine film- and contain themes of 

ambiguity, life and death and intentional use of panoramic 

shots, to create a sense of physical distance between the 

audience and the characters, as if to reflect on to the  fate of 

the characters.

 Best work: The Wind will Carry Us, Life, and Nothing 

More.., Taste of Cherry

"The concept of portraying evil and then destroying it - I 

know this is considered mainstream, but I think it is rotten. 

This idea that whenever something evil happens someone 

particular can be blamed and punished for it, in life and in 

politics is hopeless." 

 Born in Tokyo to Katsuji Miyazaki, director of Miyazaki 

Airplanes- which started his fascination with aviation and 

kept doodling airplanes during this time. He originally 

Zhang Yimou

Majid Majidi

Tsai Ming Liang
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Beyond Asia
..On some of the 
renowned directors 
who took Asian Cinema 
to the world…..

nd the Oscar for best director goes to...Ang Lee! He is 

the first Asian director to win the title not only in 

Oscars (twice!), but in Golden Globe and BAFTA as A
well. All Lights Film Magazine now puts spotlight on 11 

directors from vast pool of talented directors from Asia, and 

highlight their work that deserves a watch, study and 

appreciation from all those who love good cinema.

"I have learned more from him than from almost any 

other filmmaker on the face of the earth"- Steven Spielberg

Akira Kurosawa is referred to as an inspiring and influential 

filmmaker in the history of cinema. Many students enthused 

by his work of art, have also written endless thesis on him. 

Born on 23 March 1910 in Oimachi, Tokyo, he grew up 

alongside three sisters and a brother. Through Heigo 

Kurosawa who was a 'benshi' ( a silent film narrator), Akira 

was exposed to films- foreign films, circus performances and 

theatre. When he was 25, he was taken under the wing of 

director Kajiro Yamamoto, for whom he worked as an 

assistant director for 17 films. His debut work as a director 

was 'Sanshiro Sugata'.

Akira Kurosawa was widely known as a 'hands on' director. 

For his film on women factory workers, he made the actors 

live in the factory, call each other by their character's names. 

An extreme example of this would be Toshiro Mifune's scene 

in 'Throne of Blood 'where he was supposed to be hit by 

arrows. The director had them use real arrows, with the 

actor following the carefully marked chalk to avoid being hit. 

Toshiro Mifune admits he was not 'acting' but was extremely 

terrified in the scene.

¢ 

Kurosawa not only directs but edits most of his films, 

oversees the screenplay and set design-he involves himself in 

every aspect of the film. For Kurosawa, editing is the most 

creatively interesting part of the film that he claims; he 

merely shoots a film to have material to edit!

His best work : Rashamon, Seven Samurai, Drunken 

Angel

"Traditionally, it is in the minds of everybody that a 

woman cannot be a film maker. It is therefore very much 

harder for a woman. Also, when you live in this kind of 

situation there is a danger that you can start to develop a 

similar mind-set and so the thing is to challenge this 

situation, and then slowly the situation will change also in 

the minds of others. I very much hope that in the advent of 

freedom and democracy Iran can produce many more 

women directors"- to BBC

Daughter of acclaimed film director Mohsen Makhmalbaf, 

Samira was born into the house of   cinema- she watched her 

father discuss cinema, went with him on location, watched 

him edit, and starred in his films. She had an important role 

in his film 'The Cyclist'. At the age of 15, she dropped formal 

education and pursued films full time. At 18, she was the 

youngest director to participate in the official section of 

Cannes Film Festival. She is one of the most influential 

directors as a part of Iranian New Wave cinema.

Best work: The Apple, Blackboards, At five in the 

Afternoon

"People in misery is what is most important in art”

Born in Xian, capital of Shaanxi province, young Zhang 

Yimou faced difficulties. Having left his school, he worked as 

a farm labourer and in cotton textile mill, and in these years, 

he took up painting and amateur still photography. He made 

a personal appeal to the Ministry of Culture when Beijing 

Film Academy opened its doors to students as he was over 

the age stipulated- he was 27. The authorities relented after 

seeing the portfolio of his photographic work and admitted 

him into Faculty of Cinematography. Zhang saw the light of 

the day as a director, after having worked as an actor and 

¢ 

¢ 

Samira Makhmalbaf

Akira Kurosawa

Spotlight
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who took Asian Cinema 
to the world…..
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¢ 

Kurosawa not only directs but edits most of his films, 
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wanted to become a manga artist, but he saw the film 

Hakujaden  and fell in love, which is why he decided to 

pursue animation. His first film was The Castle of Cagliostro. 

His work is characterized by progressive themes-anti war, 

feminism, pacifism, environmentalism. He co founded 

Studio Ghibli.

 Best work: Spirited Away, Nausicaa-Valley of the Wind, 

Princess Mononoke

"Not to have seen the cinema of Ray means existing in the 

world without seeing the sun or the moon."- Akira Kurosawa

This cultural icon was born in Calcutta to a bourgeoisie 

family on 2 May 1921. He has worked as a junior visualiser 

in a British run advertising agency, and designed book covers 

for Signet Press. He also founded Calcutta Film Society in 

1947. It screened many foreign films which he studied and 

watched seriously. The Italian neo-realist 'Bicycle Thieves' is 

what drew him into filmmaking. His first film was 'Pather 

Panchali'. His films have universal appeal, with humanism 

¢ 

and unpretentious simplicity.

Best work: Pather Panchali,Aparajito, Charulata

"Wong Kar Wai is a very intense character, very 

personable, and I believe in general he does not like and he 

would not want his actors to show their true looks and their 

true personality on screen."-Andy Lau

Born in Shanghai on 17 July 1958, he had early interest in 

cinema due to hours he spent with his mother. He enrolled in 

a production training course owned by renowned actor/ 

producer Alan Tang and by mid 1980's, he became a 

screenwriter and director. His debut directorial venture was 

'As Tears Go By'. His work is unique that he seems to have 

personal mark in all of them- in its stylized visuals, 

emotionally resonant music and a certain nostalgia and 

yearning present in all of them.

Best work: Happy Together, My Blueberry Nights, 

Chungking Express
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These aggressive depictions of human sexuality and 

violence demand a deep psycho analysis. Though the 

scenes desperately agitate the spectator, it leaves an 

immense scope for profound psychological interpretation 

of how terrible and complicated can be a person's mind 

when it is not casted with care and love. The beginning 

shot in which Kang-Do bed pleasuring himself in animal 

fashion, his habit of throwing a huge knife at the drawing 

of a naked woman and leaving bloody animal entrails 

smeared over the bathroom floor etc gives an insight how 

human psyche finds sadistic ways to escape from the not 

so good circumstances of life. The film not only deals 

with the sadistic aspect of human violence alone. It 

makes thoughtful interference into the dark shades of 

human sexual notions which is animalistic in nature. 

Kim Ki Duk's movies are generally very violent and 

disturbing affairs, but ‘Pieta’ leaves much to the 

imagination in favor of its unsettling implications. The 

final twist which involves the suicide of the mother 

literally irritates the spectator, but it proves that the 

intrusion of inescapable guilt can have a more brutal 

impact than any act of violence. Kim's screenplay 

empathizes with a villain's burgeoning regrets and there 

lies the appeal of this film. 

The title of the film refers to the Italian sculpture 

signifying depictions of the Virgin Mary cradling the 

corpse of Jesus. Kim Ki Duk's Pieta shares the spirit of 

Italian Pieta. Kang-Do is emotionally dead; to a great 

extend he is in a state of ethical inertia. Despite of the 

brutal torture he has imposed on the mother she keeps 

sticking on to his life, when the whole world pities him, 

she keeps him close to her heart, fighting against the 

whole world to lift, to safeguard his self respect. Just like 

Mary cradled dreadfully wounded Jesus, she cradled and 

cared her spiritually wounded son to cure him through 

grief and regret. 

The film rolls on at a machine like rhythm which 

enhances the piercing impact of the theme. Feeling real 

and unreal at the same time with an unpleasant dim 

visual tone and hand held look and the frame edge 

disappears into black shadows; the film leads the 

spectator to a dark space and traps us there. Yes…its 

Kim Ki Duk's magic that we cannot escape from the 

thought provoking influence of this exceptional 'trap'. It 

will haunt you forever as a painful, melancholic ode to 

the human condition; clinch by a mournful shadow of 

irony. 
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he magnanimity of cinema as an art discovers its 

sheer existence in the eternity of glory, when it Tconverse and content with the subtleties of 

human life. When cinema portrays life in its absolute 

demeanor, providing a keen insight into the sophisticated 

details of human psyche, it adds a special artistic quality 

to the medium, cinema itself. The ability to attach this 

kind of an artistic touch to cinema is what makes Kim Ki 

Duk different and unique from other contemporary film 

makers of this era. 

The strapping thread which holds an artist and a piece of 

art together is nothing but the mutually complementing 

comprehension of identity, which at times arrives at a 

realm of harmony where they could afford to enjoy an 

inseparable, inter dissolved existence. But, when a piece 

of art rise above the pre-defined decisive factors of art 

appreciation and establish a state of being which is highly 

contemplative by its very core nature, then there no more 

exists an artist. Kim Ki Duk's movies often dominate over 

the artist in him in such a way that they find their own 

identity in a subsistence which is totally independent 

from the artist in him. 'Pieta' is one among such works of 

Kim Ki Duk.

 'Pieta' tells the story of an orphan, Kang-do, who is 

working for a loan shark as an enforcer. He lives in the 

terrifying industrial slum of Cheonggyecheon, jam-packed 

with small, cramped machine shops where utter poverty 

reigns. The people over there are so destitute that they 

are willing to barter their arms and legs for money. To 

recover the interests the debtors would sign insurance for 

handicap, and Kang-do would injure the debtors brutally 

to file the claim. One day, out of the blue, a woman 

claiming to be his mother turns up on his doorstep. At 

first he pushes her off, but she insists it was she who 

abandoned him as a baby. He brutally harasses her to 

grave extend. No matter what obscene thing he thinks of, 

she tries to stick on to his life. Slowly Kang-do began to 

accept her and began to regret for the life which he lead 

till then. But the lady commits suicide leaving Kang-Do in 

grief and regret. 

A substantive interpretation to the bare exile of human 

thoughts is what 'Pieta' is all about; a kind of 

introspective justification to the idea of extreme human 

ugliness. The film's depiction of the violence and 

sexuality between Kang-do and the woman who claims to 

be his long-lost mother has provoked intense reactions. 

Some of the most controversial scenes in the film 

includes when Kang-do feeds the woman a piece of his 

own flesh from his thigh, and a scene when he shoves his 

hand into the woman's private area, molesting her, and 

asking her 'I came out of here? Can I go back in?'. There 

is another subsequent scene when she gives Kang-do a 

handjob. 

Kim Ki Duk’s

 Pieta 
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he recent Hollywood cinematic division has been 

a consistent victim of multilingual influences and Ta tremendous volume of cultural integrations. 

This was evident from the very beginning of the 70's and 

80's, with the advent of various Japanese and Chinese 

movies depicting their culture through multiple art 

forms. A major chunk of such Asian movies have paved 

their way into a lot of Hollywood screenings and a few 

have made it into the mainstream market. A perfect 

paradigm to exhibit this influence would be the rise of 

martial arts through various legendary actors like Bruce 

Lee, Jackie Chan, Chuck Norris and various others who 

rose in the industry to exhibit their expertise in this 

genre.

The history has always showcased an elegant influence of 

the popular Eastern culture in Hollywood. Backed by an 

extensive cinematic technique that projects fabulous and 

admirable versions of the Asian comical characters and 

legends in much bigger than super hero forms, 

Hollywood was able to revamp the whole genre for 

movies into something that pumps a huge adrenaline 

rush on any by pedal organism independent of their age 

group.  Movies like Matrix, Transformers, and Star wars 

can be considered as the perfect benchmark for such 

depictions and success. These movies have definitely 

shown their light towards a new era in movie making and 

other prospective ventures for the production houses 

even in animation arena.  Since the beginning of these 

influences, filmmakers of the Pacific have been 

consistently landing punches, chops, kicks and blows to 

the Hollywood movie industry.

The Asian, influences was not limited to the macho, 

larger than life superheroes. This also went into much 

acclaimed adaptation of famous novels like ‘Memories of 

a Geisha’, which was later produced by Steven Spielberg 

and directed by Rob Marshall. The movie was critically 

acclaimed for its aesthetics and projection of the story of 

a Geisha and her hurdles and hardships in life. Modern 

Asian movie stream tackles any genres from, drama, 

horror, romance in a way that doesn't alters its own style. 

This has given venue for the Hollywood cinematic 

division to remake and gain fame in the industry by 

remolding some of the well acclaimed movies from the 

native Asian community.  Some of the well known 

remakes that support this, includes the movies like ‘The 

ring’ which descents from its original Japanese version 

‘Ringu’. ‘The Grudge’ is another one of the horror flicks 

in Hollywood that was evolved from the Japanese ‘Ju-On’ 

series created Takashi Shimzu.

East Asian cinema definitely had an influence on the 

Hollywood, but the West Asian nations also made its toll 

on the movie enthusiasts and buffs, to entertain such 

cultural definitions in Hollywood. This has even 

entertained a lot of Indian movies to be generated in USA 

takes a toll with an Asian Tint

and screened globally from there. Movies like ‘Bend it 

like Beckham’, ‘Hollywood Bollywood’ etc exhibited their 

capability to entertain a multilingual crowd irrespective 

of the boundaries. This was an enticing flavor for a lot of 

Hollywood directors and production houses to venture 

more of their upcoming projects to include such 

diversified influences to add more color to their 

storyboard and their characters. This has entertained a 

lot of attraction not only in the US but all across the 

globe. Such a widespread expansion of the Hollywood 

aesthetics in the cinema industry was entertaining 

globally with such diversified cultural depictions. This 

was perfectly capitalized by many directors to use such a 

platform to generate movies like ‘Slum dog Millionaire’ 

which was nominated for ten Oscars and bagged eight. 

The English director Danny Boyle was awarded the best 

director for this movie.

This sort of a conglomerate cultural depiction in movies 

was also entertained by many of the US audience, 

encouraging the movie makers to choose India as one of 

their hot spots to shoot their beloved movies like ‘eat 

pray love’, ‘Bourne Supremacy’ , ‘Curious case of 

Benjamin Button’, ‘Mission Impossible 4’ to name a few. 

This sort of an influence was quiet parallel in both the 

Hollywood and Bollywood movie industry, where even the 

foreigners playing characters in exotic movies were 

becoming quiet prevalent and iconic. Movies like Lagaan 

portraying Rachel Shelley as one of its lead characters 

was turning out to be a worthy reap for the movie makers 

in Bollywood. This was even capitalized by the Hollywood 

film makers as well, by using some of the famous Hindi 

movie actors like Om Puri, Aishwarya Rai, Anupam Kher 

and Anil Kapoor to be casted in a few of their best movie 

flicks.

These sort of Asian influences where definitely turning 

out to be more of a symbol of innovation and 

characterization in Hollywood and people where 

responding quiet positively to such projections. These  

depictions later on turned out to be a cultural and style 

statement in Hollywood in not only promoting the Asian 

market and culture but also tourism to a large extent. 

This has also acclimatized an environment for spawning 

Asian stars to even take their infant footsteps in the land 

of opportunities.

The recent opinion polls have projected a result that 

gleams the Hollywood production houses dwindling its 

capabilities to come up with an original that doesn't even 

showcase an essence of influence from any part of the 

global culture or cinema forums. Whether it's a fiction or 

a remake, the tint of Hollywood influences always tends 

to vibe across different cultures, emancipating a 

character, culture or even a community  altogether. But 

the stylistic perspective in Hollywood still remains the 

same maintaining its charm to lure all sorts of culture 

and indifferences on any relevant basis.

HOLLYWOOD 
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This sort of a conglomerate cultural depiction in movies 

was also entertained by many of the US audience, 

encouraging the movie makers to choose India as one of 

their hot spots to shoot their beloved movies like ‘eat 

pray love’, ‘Bourne Supremacy’ , ‘Curious case of 

Benjamin Button’, ‘Mission Impossible 4’ to name a few. 

This sort of an influence was quiet parallel in both the 

Hollywood and Bollywood movie industry, where even the 

foreigners playing characters in exotic movies were 

becoming quiet prevalent and iconic. Movies like Lagaan 

portraying Rachel Shelley as one of its lead characters 

was turning out to be a worthy reap for the movie makers 

in Bollywood. This was even capitalized by the Hollywood 

film makers as well, by using some of the famous Hindi 

movie actors like Om Puri, Aishwarya Rai, Anupam Kher 

and Anil Kapoor to be casted in a few of their best movie 

flicks.

These sort of Asian influences where definitely turning 

out to be more of a symbol of innovation and 

characterization in Hollywood and people where 

responding quiet positively to such projections. These  

depictions later on turned out to be a cultural and style 

statement in Hollywood in not only promoting the Asian 

market and culture but also tourism to a large extent. 

This has also acclimatized an environment for spawning 

Asian stars to even take their infant footsteps in the land 

of opportunities.

The recent opinion polls have projected a result that 

gleams the Hollywood production houses dwindling its 

capabilities to come up with an original that doesn't even 

showcase an essence of influence from any part of the 

global culture or cinema forums. Whether it's a fiction or 

a remake, the tint of Hollywood influences always tends 

to vibe across different cultures, emancipating a 

character, culture or even a community  altogether. But 

the stylistic perspective in Hollywood still remains the 

same maintaining its charm to lure all sorts of culture 

and indifferences on any relevant basis.

HOLLYWOOD 
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ll Lights Film Services, is a 

leading consultancy which helps Ayou to 'Go GLOBAL'. ALFS 

provide your movie/documentary the 

deserved exposure at various film festivals 

across the globe with a surety that your 

movie wouldn't go un-noticed at any of the 

film circuits, be it big or small.

All Lights Film Services also does 

rigorous campaigns to help you get to into 

the very prestigious 'Oscar Race' - A 

highest honor awarded for excellence in 

cinema. Last year ALFS gave their full 

support to various movies out of which 3 

Indian movie projects (Saint Dracula, Hou 

De Jarasa Ushir and Color of Sky) made 

it to the Oscar qualifying race of 2013. 

These movies were among the list 282 

international projects shortlisted by the 

academy. 

All Lights Film Services offer special 

services to the creative and talented film 

makers who want to make it big in the 

world film industry.

Core Services Include:

— Identifying Film Festivals and Award 

Circuits (Major and Minor)

— Form Submissions

— L A qualifying run / London 

Qualifying Run 

— Theater screening and coordination

— Advertisement campaigns

— Press publicity campaigns

— Complete support to meet  Oscar 

eligibility criteria

— Newsletter and SMS campaigns

This and much more…

Besides Oscars, ALFS also take up 

consultancy services for Golden Globe 

Awards, Screen Writers Awards, and 

International Music Awards so on and so 

forth. All Lights Film Services would 

provide you the maximum reach and the 

deserved exposure which would help you 

sell your film in the desired film circuits. 

If you have an interesting project and you 

believe it can cater the intellect of global 

audience ALFS would help you make your 

Hollywood dreams come true.

So what are you waiting for, join us and 

get ready as international laurels call 

upon.   

Creating a Niche for India…

Chayilyam 
Chayilyam tells the story of the struggle of 
a woman to regain the boon of femininity. 
Director: Manoj Kana

Langar
The film is based on the writings of 
renowned social reformist, Anil Awchat. 
The film highlights the exploitation, 
sorrow and traditions that prevail in the 
Waghya Murli community.
Directed: Sandeep Navre, Sunil Phadtare

Ozhimuri 
Ozhimury is the story of a family torn by 
force of circumstances and the times they 
lived in. It is a story with many 
protagonists each person having an own 
side to the story. 
Director: Madhupal

Celluloid
Director: Kamal
Celluloid tells the story of a man who is 
passionate about cinema and he sells 
everything to make his dream a reality. 

Color of Sky
A 60-year-old man lives on a pristine, 
isolated island. The film is the 'colour' of 
life, of the wind, of the sea and nature.
Director: Dr.Biju

Touring Talkies
The movie is based on the concept of 
roaming cinema which was one of the 
oldest traditions in the bygone era of 
Indian cinema where the movies were 
showcased in tents for the local folks also 
know as touring talkies.
Director: Gajendra Ahire

Attakkadha 
Attakkadha portrays the conflict between 
an artist and the society. 
Director: Kannan Perumudiyoor

Na Bangara Talli
Provocative, shocking and surprisingly 
tender amidst an explosion of unbridled 
emotions, Na Bangara Talli explores the 
consequences of sex trafficking, testing 
the vulnerability of trust in human 
relations. 
Director: Rajesh Touchriver

Hou De Jarasa Ushir
Hou De Jarasa Ushir is the story of three 
people working in a software company, 
fighting a lonely battle trying to balance 
work and life.
Director: Wasim, Tahir Maner

All Lights Film Services paving way for International Film Festivals

NA 
BANGARA 

TALLI

Saving General Yang
Directed by : Ronny Yu
Written by : Edmond Wong
Starring : Adam Cheng, Ekin 

Cheng, Wu Chun, 
Raymond Lam, Vic 
Zhou

Distributed : Pegasus Motion 
Pictures Distribution 
Limited

Release date : April 2013
Country : Hong Kong
Language : Cantonese

The Monkey King
Direction : Cheang Pou-soi
Written : Wu Cheng'en ,Edmond 

Wong, Lola Huo, 
Starring : Donnie Yen, Chow 

Yun-fat, Aaron Kwok, 
Joe Chen,Peter Ho

Distribution : Mandarin Films 
Distribution Co. Ltd.

Release date : 4 July 2013
Country : Hong Kong
Language : Cantonese

Stalingrad
Directed by : Fedor Bondarchuk
Written by : Ilya Tilkin, Sergey 

Snezhkin
Starring : Petr Fedorov, Dmitriy 

Lysenkov, Aleksey 
Barabash, Andrey 
Smolyakov, 

Distributed by : Art Pictures Group, 
Non Stop Production, 
TRK Rossiya 

Release Date    : May 2013

Language : Russian, German
Country : Russia

Top 10 most awaiting 
movies of 2013

Top Asian 
Flicks  
awaits       2013
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sorrow and traditions that prevail in the 
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Ozhimury is the story of a family torn by 
force of circumstances and the times they 
lived in. It is a story with many 
protagonists each person having an own 
side to the story. 
Director: Madhupal

Celluloid
Director: Kamal
Celluloid tells the story of a man who is 
passionate about cinema and he sells 
everything to make his dream a reality. 

Color of Sky
A 60-year-old man lives on a pristine, 
isolated island. The film is the 'colour' of 
life, of the wind, of the sea and nature.
Director: Dr.Biju

Touring Talkies
The movie is based on the concept of 
roaming cinema which was one of the 
oldest traditions in the bygone era of 
Indian cinema where the movies were 
showcased in tents for the local folks also 
know as touring talkies.
Director: Gajendra Ahire

Attakkadha 
Attakkadha portrays the conflict between 
an artist and the society. 
Director: Kannan Perumudiyoor

Na Bangara Talli
Provocative, shocking and surprisingly 
tender amidst an explosion of unbridled 
emotions, Na Bangara Talli explores the 
consequences of sex trafficking, testing 
the vulnerability of trust in human 
relations. 
Director: Rajesh Touchriver

Hou De Jarasa Ushir
Hou De Jarasa Ushir is the story of three 
people working in a software company, 
fighting a lonely battle trying to balance 
work and life.
Director: Wasim, Tahir Maner
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Cheng, Wu Chun, 
Raymond Lam, Vic 
Zhou

Distributed : Pegasus Motion 
Pictures Distribution 
Limited
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Country : Hong Kong
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The Monkey King
Direction : Cheang Pou-soi
Written : Wu Cheng'en ,Edmond 
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Starring : Donnie Yen, Chow 

Yun-fat, Aaron Kwok, 
Joe Chen,Peter Ho
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Hwa-Yi (literal title)

Director : Jang Joon-Hwan
Writer : Jang Joon-Hwan
Release Date : 2013
Distributor : Showbox/Mediaplex
Language : Korean
Country : South Korea

The Hovering Blade (literal title)

Director : Lee Jeong-Ho
Writer : Keigo Higashino
Release Date : June 2013
Distributor : CJ Entertainment
Language : Korean
Country : South Korea

The Complex
Directed by : Hideo Nakata
Written          : Hideo Nakata( Assuming to be)
Starring : Atsuko Maeda, Hiroki Narimiya
Distributed by : Shochiku
Release date : May 18, 2013 (Japan)
Country : Japan
Language : Japanese

Dragon Ball Z: Battle of Gods
Directed by : Masahiro Hosoda
Written by : Yusuke Watanabe (screenplay),Akira 

Toriyama (original series author)
Starring : Masako Nozawa, Ru Horikawa, 

Masako Nozawa, Toshio Furukawa, 
Mayumi Tanaka

Distributed by : Toei Company, Ltd., 20th Century 
Fox

Release date  : March 30, 2013
Country : Japan
Language : Japanese

Shootout at Wadala
Directed by : Sanjay Gupta
Written : Abhijeet Deshpande, Sanjay Bhatia 

(Screenplay & Story) S. Hussain Zaidi
Starring : John Abraham, Anil Kapoor, Kangna 

Ranaut, Tusshar Kapoor, Sonu Sood
Distributed by : Balaji Motion Pictures
Release date    : 1 May 2013
Country :  India
Language : Hindi

Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani
 Directed by : Ayan Mukerji
Produced by : Hiroo Yash Johar, Karan Johar
Starring : Ranbir Kapoor, Deepika Padukone
Distribution : Dharma Productions
Release date    : May 31, 2013
Country : India
Language : Hindi

Strawberry
Directed by : Abdul Majid Abbasi, Raza Haider
Written by : Abdul Majid Abbasi, Raza Haider
Starring : Urwa Tul Wusqa, Sohail Haider
Release date : May 2013
Country : Pakistan
Language : Urdu

Top Asian 
Flicks  
awaits       2013
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For sales contact: email: info@biztvnetworks.com

ith the advent of groundbreaking concepts like 
3D and digital technology, the entertainment Windustry is going through a technology 

revolution, opening up a floodgate of investment 
opportunities. NRIPA, the association of NRI film 
producers, enjoys a lead role in channelizing these 
investments with the expertise that the association has in 
the industry. NRIPA has the potential, know-how and 
expertise to guide you invest without hassles in a growing 
industry. 

NRIPA( Non Resident Indian producers Association) is an 
association formed by a group of potential Non Resident 
Indians (NRIs) with experience or passion in film 
production having an operational base at Cochin, Kerala, 
India . 

NRIPA has emerged as the most distinguished 
conglomeration of creative minds and investors in global 

entertainment conclaves, where stalwarts join hands with 
beginners to meet new challenges and to tap new 
opportunities.

NRIPA shapes out to be one of the most vibrant platforms 
that could design the future of global entertainment 
industry. We believe that the key to leadership is vision. 

The organisation

NRIPA is an independent non profit organisation 

We are proud of our facilities:
· Oscar Consultancy
· Visual Media Facilities
· Preview Facilities at the 7.1 

Surround Theatre
· Advanced Editing  Techniques
· Film Color Correction
· DVD Authoring
· Blue Ray Conversion
· Post Production Activities
· Exposure at Global Events
· Media Tie Ups
· Exposure at Global Film 

Festivals
· Branding & Promotions
· Website Promotions
· 3D Technology 
· Technically Skilled Workforce

FLAG BEARERS OF 
A NEW CINEMA CULTURE

For enquiries call: +91 484 4066666  email: info@nripa.biz   www.nripa.biz 

NRI   A 
N R I P Aon esident ndian Film roducers ssociation

A N E W F I L M C U LT U R E

Sohan Roy

established in 2012 with its head office at Cochin, India and 
the globally accomplished Oscar listed filmmaker 
Mr.Sohan Roy as its president. 

Message 

‘'As an NRI film producer, director I had to tide over many a 
challenge during the release of my first Hollywood venture 
DAM999. The necessity for a forum for networking and 
sharing was felt, which culminated eventually in the 
formation of NRIPA. I am confident that the organisation 
can bring about qualitative changes in the environment 
related to film production and associated activities. After 
DAM999, procuring Oscar Glory for 3 films this year has 
been a proud moment and it gives me an assurance and 
over that a never ending confidence that we can definitely 
ensure this global recognition for all my fellow film 
makers.''



BIZTV NETWORK PRESENTS ’SAINT DRACULA 3D’ WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY RUPESH PAUL PROJECT DESIGNER SOHAN ROY 

PRODUCER ABHINI SOHAN CO-PRODUCER PRABHIRAJ CINEMATOGRAPHER FRANCOIS COPPEY STEREOGRAPHER JULIAN CRIVELI, JEEMON PULLELY 

LINE PRODUCER CHRIS MARTIN  POST-PRODUCTION DIRECTOR JOHNSON IRINGOLE EDITOR AJAY DEVALOKA  COLORIST BIJIN KRISHNA  
LOCATION MANAGER DAVID CHAMBERS MUSIC SREEVALSAN J. MENON LYRICS SHERINE CATHERINE PRODUCTION DESIGNER TOBY RICHES COSTUME DESIGNER NICHOLA PARLE 

MAKEUP ARTIST LUCY GOULDING SOUND RECORDISTS ALAN WATSON, MIKE MORAN SOUND DESIGN & MIXING VINOD P SIVARAM STILLS JOHN GUY DESIGNS ANTONY GEORGE

FOR SALES sms/call
email

: +919539000541
: info@biztvnetworks.com




